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1. INTRODUCTION 
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During the time period December 85-Merch 36, ground geophysical work was carried out for Umex 
inc. by J Hodge and Associates on mineral claims In the Bamaji Lake area of NW Ontario. The claims 
are underlain by Archaean mafic and felsic metavolcanics, metasediments and felsic intrusives. 

2. PROPERTY LOCATION AND ACCESS 

The Bamaji Lake property is located approximately 90 km southwest of Pickle Lake on the north side 
of Bamaji Lake and south of Moosetegon and Fry Lakes. The location is shown in Fig 1. The geographic 
coordinates are: latitude 51° 10' N, and longitude 91° 24' W, within N.T.S. Map 52 0/3. Access to 
the claims is obtained by air from Pickle Lake. The claims are shown in Fig 2. 

The property worked upon consists of 30 contiguous mining claims in Patricia Mining Division with 
the following numbers: 
P 844 396-398, 844 401-421, 844 262-266, and 872 709, all inclusive. 
Claim map: Fry Lake, G 2046. 

3. PHYSIOGRAPHY 

The Bamaji Lake area is of relatively low relief at about 400 rn above sea level. Overburden cover is 
extensive, although some outcrops are found, particularly on the shores of the many lakes. 

4. PREVIOUS WORK 

The area of the present claims h33 been explored previously by Cochenour Willans Gold Mines Ltd in 
1973 or earlier. The geology has been mapped by the Ontario Geological Survey and the results 
published in 1979: 
Wallace, Henry, 1979: Slate Falls Area Eastern Part, District of Kenora (Patricia Portion), OGS 
Prelim. Map P2248, Geological Series, Scale 1:15840 or 1 inch to 1/4 mile. Geology 1977,1978. 

Aeromagnetic coverage over the area v/83 obtained May - November 1959, by Spartan Air Services 
Ltd, and publihed as Geophysics Paper 902, Blackstone Lake, Ontario, NTS 52 0/3. 

5. GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 

From December 1985 to March 1986 the previously cut grid was surveyed by total field magneto
meter and VLF-EM in two stages. The instruments used were a Geometrics G 316-826A proton 
magnetometer with a sensitivity of 1 nanotesla (nT), and a Geonics EM-16 VLF-EM instrument 
which reads the tilt-engle and quadrature of the low frequency plane radio waves transmitted by the 
Naval Submarine Communications stations. The transmitter station used for the present survey was 
the NLK, Seattle, Washington, operating with a carrier frequency of 24.8 kHz. The survey wss 
conducted on lines with a 100 m spacing, and a 25 m station interval along the line. The magnetic 
survey also used intermediate stations where the operator deemed necessary to obtain sufficient 
information. A few intermediate stations were also read with the EM-16. 

The magnetic data are presented on a contour map with corrected magnetometer readings from which 
a base value of 60,000 nT has been subtracted (Dwg no 1). The contours are shown with full total 
field value. The VLF-EM data are shown as a contour plot of the filtered inphase readings (Dwg no 
2) , and abo a3 stacked profiles of inphase and quadrature readings (Dwg no 3). The geophysical 
interpretation is presented on Dwg no 4 . 
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6. INTERPRETATION 

The aeromagnetic map shows a slight magnetic high over the northern part of the survey grid and 
extending W5W, with the peak just west of the present work, probably caused by the rock3 which 
are anomalous in U, Th, Au, and Ag. The area and these anomalies(?) were investigated by McCombe 
Mining & Exploration Ltd (1954), Kirkland Townsite Gold Mines Ltd (1968), and Urange3ellschaft 
Canada Ltd and possibly others. The aeromagnetic high has a limited strike length to the east 8nd is 
interpreted to be caused by a series of localized magnetic anomalies approximately along regional 
strike from the above anomalous mineral occurrences. Partially coincident with the magnetic 
anomalies are medium strength YLF-EM conductors some of which are near interpreted felsic 
intrusives and also near a fault zone shown on the geological map, but not unambiguously interpreted 
from the magnetics. 
The YLF-EM data have been filtered by the Fraser method for the inphase (t i l t angle) readings, and 
the positive values contoured to show the anomalies. The EM-16 data has been collected with a 
station interval of 25 m, which for near surface phenomena tends to give slightly lower peak 
anomalies than the shorter spacings. The VLF-EM conductors are therefore medium strength to weak 
with a few exceptions being somewhat stronger. From a geophysical view the best VLF-EM 
conductors are those associated with the magnetic anomalies in the north part of the grid, within the 
interpreted mafic volcanics, and those in the SE corner of the grid along the inferred sediment / 
felsic intrusive contact on the geology map. The Bamaji Lske fault 13 represented by weak to very 
weak Y'LF- EM conductor? without any significant magnetic signatures. 

A geophysical interpretation map over the Bamaji Lake grid has been arrived at by combining the 
information present in both the magnetic and VLF-EM maps and comparing vi th the mapped geology 
Interpretation of some lithologic units has been attempted using magnetic activity as the indicator 
Some deviation from the published geology was found, 3 result not unexpected with the widespread 
overburden cover. Further refinement should be possible with more ground truth. The magnetic data 
are influenced not only by the rocktypes but also by the faulting and alteration. The combined data 
has made it possible to arrive at a structural map showing the Bamaji Lake fault and a wt or parallel 
faults striking NE, The geology map 3hows these faults as terminating at the Bamaji Lake fault, but 
the magnetic survey indicates that they possibly continue to the SW into the felsic intrusives. A 
third set of faults strike just ea t̂ of north and also appear to transect the Bamaji Lake fault. 

No definite distinction can be seen in the magnetics between the felsic volcanics and the sediments 
shown on the geology map. Since the contact is presumed to be under Bamaji Lake and the interpreta
tion has been made from very few outcrops of sediments, there may well remain many uncertainties 

?. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The magnetic survey has provided data for an interpretation of 3ome of the major rock units in the 
grid area, and in combination with the VLF-EM map has made it possible to attempt an interpretation 
of structures. The EM data h8ve many anomalous responses which can be separated into essentially 
three sets of conductor strings. The northernmost string of conductors appears to be along strike 
vi th metalliferous occurrences previously investigated further we3t. The Bamaji Lake fault forrn3 a 
second string of VLF-EM conductors, all weak to very weak and devoid of magnetic correlation. 
Further south a third string of anomalies are the potentially most conductive and have a weak 
magnetic association. They fall along the inferred sediment/fei sic intrusive contact. Further follow-
'jp v i th electromagnetic methods such as horizontal loop with MaxMin II would be limitedjk<r^|e^§^ 
the "conductors" only, induced polarization may be possible on the northern conductors/^ r 
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